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The key to throwing a good party is inviting guests from all corners of your social network. The key to putting together 
the best itinerary for Art Basel Miami Beach: making sure you hit up a little bit of all the week has to offer. There’s the art 
of course, both at ABMB itself as well as several satellite fairs, and openings scattered across the city in galleries, 
museums, and installations. Then there’s the fashion parties, the photography exhibitions, the unveiling of new high-end 
concept cars, the open bars, some dinners, more than a few places to dance, and, perhaps, you might even have time 
for a massage or a bit of yoga somewhere along the way.

You’ll never do it all, but of course half the fun of the week is hearing what everyone else did. So here, some of the 
highlights of the week that aren’t to miss.

Ronny Quevedo, no hay medio tiempo / there is no halftime, 2017. Photo courtesy of the artist and Alexander Gray Associates, New York

Ronny Quevedo at Locust Projects

When: Beginning November 29
Where: Locust Projects gallery, 3852 N Miami Ave.

What to Expect: The opening of Ronny Quevedo’s “ule ole allez” at Locust Projects, Miami’s longest-running alternative 
arts space, neatly coincides with both Miami Art Week and the World Cup. The Ecuador-born, Bronx-based artist is 
paying homage to the soccer and futsal communities with an immersive installation that came to be on November 20 
and 21, when he invited locals to play ball inside the gallery—on the condition that they cover it in chalk and ink to leave 
marks. The exhibition also features drawings, sculptures, and paintings, and opens alongside T. Elliott Mansa’s “Room 
for the living / Room for the dead,” another immersive installation exploring the concept of the living room.
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